Getting Past the Pain Between Us
Healing and Reconciliation Without Compromise
n this important training excerpt, Marshall Rosenberg demonstrates
the powerful healing potential of Nonviolent CommunicationTM
(NVC). Transform emotional pain, depression, shame, and conflict into
empowering connections. As Rosenberg shares, emotional pain is simply
a sign of unmet needs. He provides simple steps to create the heartfelt
presence necessary to reconnect to our needs and foster healing. Learn
how to transform your relationships and find satisfying reconciliation
by moving beyond pain to a place of clear, honest communication.
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Through participant role-plays and everyday examples, Rosenberg
demonstrates the key to healing pain and conflict without compromise.
The healing power of NVC provides a practical and effective tool for
individuals, mental health practitioners, mediators, families, and couples.
Nonviolent Communication will help you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transform shame and depression into personal empowerment
Address pain or conflict at the onset using empathy
Heal old pain
Strengthen your connection to your own needs and wants
Let go of unhealthy habits that block empathy and healing
Strengthen the quality of personal and professional relationships

“Marshall Rosenberg provides us with the most effective tools to
foster health and relationships. Nonviolent Communication is the
missing element in what we do.”
— Deepak Chopra, author, How to Know God,
and Ageless Body, Timeless Mind
Marshall Rosenberg, Ph.D., is the founder and educational director of the
Center for Nonviolent Communication (CNVC). He travels throughout the world
mediating conflict and promoting peace. www.CNVC.org
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Getting Past the Pain

Introduction
he following was excerpted from a workshop given on October
4, 2002, by Marshall Rosenberg, founder of the Center for
Nonviolent Communication. Getting Past the Pain focuses on
mending our relationships with one another and gives us skills for
understanding and resolving our conflicts, for healing old hurts,
and for developing satisfying relationships using Nonviolent
Communication TM (NVC).
Here you will find steps you can take for the healing or
reconciliation of any conflicted relationship, whether at work, at
home, at school, or in your community. It will also give you a
sense of the energy of empathy: the compassion and the heartfelt
“presence” necessary for healing to take place. Nonviolent
Communication skills empower you to make lasting peace, and
even to prevent trouble from happening in the first place. Join
in on this workshop dialogue and enjoy the magic that
understanding brings when we listen and speak from the heart.
The training opens with Marshall Rosenberg role-playing a
situation posed by an audience member. In the role-plays,
participants are identified as UF (unidentified female participant),
UM (unidentified male participant), and MR (Marshall Rosenberg).
All other words are Marshall’s.
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Role-Play: Healing Bitterness
MR: Good afternoon. So, what could I share with you about
healing and reconciliation that would meet your needs?
Would you like to hear me talk about it? Or maybe you
have some pain left over from something that happened to
you in the past with somebody, and would like us to do it
“live” and not just talk about it?
UF: I wonder how I can get past or release a lot of bitterness I
have toward somebody.
MR: How about if I use Nonviolent Communication and play the
role of the person that you have the bitterness toward? I’ll
be that person, but I’m going to be speaking to you as
someone living Nonviolent Communication. All you need
to do is just say what you want to say. Okay, you got the
game? Good, now who am I going to be?
UF: My brother.
MR: (BEGINS PLAYING THE ROLE) Sister, I am very touched
that you want to heal this bitterness between us, and by the
courage you’re showing. What would be a big gift to me is
if you would share what is alive with you right now in
relationship to me. Just say what’s going on however you
want to.
UF: I have a real ethical problem with you. You weren’t honest
with me or reliable when our parents were declining. When
I reached out to you to try and work it out, you were
unwilling. You just wanted to put the past behind us. That’s
what you’ve always done, our whole life. You say it’s my
problem; you don’t want to deal with it. Whatever is
upsetting to me doesn’t seem to matter.
MR: You’ve said a lot to me here, a lot of different feelings: Let
me check to be sure I understand fully. I’m hearing a lot of
anger connecting to a need you may have had for more
support when our parents were declining. Did I hear that
much right?
UF: Yes.
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MR: So that was real, and you’d like some understanding now
about how difficult this was for you to go through, how
you would’ve really loved support . . . but not only didn’t
you get that support that you would’ve liked, but I’m also
hearing that some of the things that I did since then in
relationship to family matters have left you with a great
deal of pain . . . that you would have really liked us to have
made those decisions differently . . .
UF: Yeah.
MR: Yeah . . . especially since it wasn’t the only time you’ve
experienced that your own needs weren’t given the
consideration you would’ve liked. Did I hear your message
accurately?
UF: Yeah, yeah.
MR: Do you like me when I’m wearing empathy ears?
UF: Yes! Will you be my brother?
MR: So, still wearing these ears, I’d like to hear whatever else is
still alive, still going on in you.
UF: You say you want us to get back together, but I just can’t.
We just don’t resolve conflicts in the family, and I don’t
want to live like that any more.
MR: So, if I hear your need, it’s to protect yourself from the pain
that you’ve felt in the past when you’ve reached out and
tried to resolve things and it didn’t happen. At this point
you’ve had enough of that. It’s as if part of you would like
to hear from me, but not if it means going through the pain
that you’ve felt in the past.
UF: Right. I’m still left in a quandary, because I can’t see it
working either way. If I go back, it’s not going to be good
for me, but then just staying away seems unnatural.
MR: So, you’re really torn. You have two needs. One need is for
there to be reconciliation and healing between us. The other
is this strong need to protect yourself. You don’t know how
to meet both needs.
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UF: Right.
MR: That’s a real painful conflict.
UF: Right.
MR: Anything else, Sister, that you’d like me to hear before I
react to what you’ve said?
UF: No.
MR: Hearing you now, with these empathy ears on, I feel a deep,
deep sadness, because I can see that I have not met my own
needs with some of the things that I’ve done in our
relationship: my need to nurture you in the way that I’d like,
to contribute to your well-being. When I see how my
actions have just the opposite effect, how it’s created so
much pain for you, I feel a deep sadness . . . and I’m very
vulnerable right now . . . I’d like to hear how you feel when
I tell you about this sadness.
UF: You’re probably in the same quandary that I am, in the
sense that you don’t know how to meet my needs without
being highly uncomfortable yourself . . .
MR: I want to thank you for anticipating that, and what I’d really
like right now is for you to just hear how sad I feel that I
didn’t get my need met to contribute to your well-being as I
would’ve liked.
UF: I appreciate that.
MR: Now, what I would like to do is tell you what was going on
in me when I did those things in our relationship. And—I
think you’ve already somewhat anticipated this—I’d like to
make it as clear as I can. First, about not providing more
support for your efforts in dealing with the stress around our
parents when they were declining: I had an inner message
telling me that I really should help, and that I was a rat for
not giving more support. And then because I was feeling
so guilty, I wasn’t able to hear your pain and your needs
with my compassionate listening ears. Your requests were
sounding too much like a demand on me. I was torn because
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I wanted to help, but I was also angry hearing a demand. I
felt guilty, and I just didn’t know how to handle all of those
feelings going on in me except to try to avoid the whole
issue. I’d like to know how you feel when I tell you that.
UF: It makes sense . . . clarifies things.
MR: So then, just as you have some hurt in relationship to me,
I have some hurt that I haven’t known how to express to
you about things that have happened in the past. I wish I
could’ve known how to talk about it, but having that hurt
inside and not knowing how to express it made it come out
angry toward you at times. I wish I could have expressed it
differently. So, how do you feel when I tell you that?
UF: Good to hear.
MR: So, is there anything else that you’d like me to hear or you
want to say, or that you want to hear from me?
UF: I guess I’d want to know how to work through this in a way
that is comfortable enough for each of us. Then we can move
forward. It’s a mess that has to be cleaned up. And I’m willing
to hear whatever you have to say, to open the dialogue.
MR: (Still role-playing) I have an idea. Tell me how this feels to
you: How about asking the folks who are recording this
workshop to send me a copy of this as a start? And then
maybe call me and ask me if I’d like to continue this kind
of dialogue, maybe with the help of a third party?
UF: Yeah, I think that’s an excellent idea.
MR: Okay, let’s do it.
UF: Thank you. (END OF ROLE-PLAY)

Reactions to the Role-Play
MR: Okay, any reactions to that situation? Questions?
UF: What would you recommend in the event that sending the
tape was not a possibility?
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MR: I think we got some of the healing accomplished that she
wanted, that we dealt with the hurt. She wants to deepen
the relationship. That shows that we don’t have to have the
other person physically available to get some healing. Sure,
it would be nice now to deepen things with him and go
further, but we don’t want to depend on the other person’s
availability for our own healing to take place. Especially if
they’re not alive any more, if they’re inaccessible.
Fortunately we can heal fully without the other person
being involved.
UM: It seems to me to be very important, if I have an issue with
a person that I cannot heal by myself, to have somebody
who is able to play the NVC part with me. Like you did
right now, someone who is able to listen to my issues and
listen empathically. So my question is, if I don’t have that
friend, do you have a method to do that with myself?
MR: Yes, I think you can do it with yourself, and certainly in the
best of all worlds, we would have had the brother here. That
would have been even more powerful. He could have
played himself. But we can do it without him.
Let me outline the steps we went through to help do that.
What’s very important is to notice how little we talked about
the past. Sister made very brief reference to what I, the
brother, did, but we didn’t go into detail. And what I’ve
found over the years is the more we talk about the past, the
less we heal from it. Most of our conversation was about
what was alive in both of us right now. We were talking
about the present, what she’s still feeling as a result of what
happened in the past.
Most people think you have to understand the past to
get healing. And that you have to tell the story to get the
understanding. They mix up intellectual understanding
with empathy. Empathy is where the healing comes from.
Telling the story does give intellectual understanding about
why the person did it, but that’s not empathy, and it doesn’t
do any healing. In fact, retelling the story deepens the pain.
It’s like reliving the pain again. So, while we’re not denying
the past, and we make reference to it—to what the brother
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did—we didn’t go into the details. We didn’t say, for
example, “I had to take Mother to all the stores and not only
that, but when Dad got sick, you know, dadadadadadada.”
The more she would’ve talked about that, the less healing
would’ve happened. Especially when you do it with the
people you have pain about. They’re not going to see that
your objective is to get understanding for the pain. They’re
going to think your objective is to create a case to send
them to hell.
UF: I was kind of getting this feeling that the brother has issues
that he hasn’t expressed to her around this? What if he’s
holding stuff against her?
MR: As the brother, at the end I said, “I’m feeling some hurt that
I don’t know how to express to you.” That’s all I need to do.
I said that I was still feeling some hurt in relationship to the
past for which I need some understanding, and that
understanding doesn’t mean that I have to tell the story, to
talk more about the past.
UF: Right.
MR: It just means I got it back from her. I saw in her eyes that
she heard it.
UF: Okay, okay.

The First Stage of Healing:
Empathic Connection
MR: So, what we first want to remember, whether we want to
heal ourselves or help somebody else to heal, is to put the
focus on what’s alive now, not what happened in the past.
If there is a discussion of the past, say five words, no
more: when you ran away from home, when you hit me,
whatever.
The first stage of healing involves empathizing with
what's alive right now in relationship to what happened. In
my role as brother, I empathically connected to what is alive
in her now. Doing that requires certain things.
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The first step to empathic connection is what Martin
Buber calls the most precious gift one human being can give
to another: presence. In the role of the brother I was fully
present to what was alive in her now, in this moment. I
wasn’t thinking of what I was going to say next, or what
happened in the past.
This is a hard gift to give to somebody because it means
that I can bring nothing in from the past. Even a diagnosis
I’ve had of this person in the past will get in the way of
empathy. This is why my clinical training in psychoanalysis
was a deficit. It taught me how to sit and think about what
the person was saying and how to intellectually interpret it,
but not how to be fully present to this person (which is
really where the healing comes from). To be fully present I
have to throw out all of my clinical training, all of my
diagnoses, all of this prior knowledge about human beings
and their development. That only gives me intellectual
understanding, which blocks empathy.
The best I can tell you about what empathy feels like to
me is that it’s like surfboard riding. You’re trying to get
with the energy of the wave, trying to hear what’s alive
right now. I’m trying to go with this rhythm of life that’s in
this person. And sometimes just looking at the floor I can
get more with it than looking at the person and being
distracted by things.
UF: I get sucked into sympathy, though.

Empathy versus Sympathy
MR: Sympathy, empathy—let’s get clear about the difference. If
I have strong feelings in me, just being conscious of them
is sympathy, not empathy. So, if I had been the brother and
I had said, “Boy, I feel sad when you say that,” that would
have been sympathy, not empathy. Remember a time when
you had a pain in your body, maybe a headache or a
toothache, and you got into a good book? What happened
to the pain? You weren’t aware of it. It was there, I mean
the physical condition hadn’t changed, but you weren’t
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home. You were out visiting: That’s empathy. You were
visiting the book.
With empathy, we’re with the other person. That
doesn’t mean we feel their feelings. We’re with them while
they are feeling their feelings. Now, if I take my mind away
from the person for one second, I may notice I have strong
feelings. If so, I don’t try to push my feelings down. They
tell me I'm not with the other person. I'm home again. So I
say to myself, “Go back to them.”
However, if my pain is too great, I can't empathize. So I
might say, “I'm in so much pain right now hearing some
things you’ve said—I’m not able to listen. Could we give me
a few moments to deal with that so that I can go back to
hearing you?”
It’s important not to mix up empathy and sympathy,
because when this person is in pain and then I say, “Oh, I
understand how you feel and I feel so sad about that,” I take
the flow away from them, bring their attention over to me.
I sometimes use a phrase that many people hate about
Nonviolent Communication, and say that empathy requires
“learning how to enjoy another person’s pain.” Now, why
do I use such a sick phrase? Because when I would come to
San Diego, a friend of mine would call me on the phone
and say, “Come over and play with my pain.” She knew
that I knew what she meant by that. She was dying of a
very painful disease and she used to tell me that what made
it even worse was having to deal with other people’s
reaction to her pain. Their response coming out of their
good sympathetic hearts was creating so much of a problem
for her that she would rather be alone with her pain than to
have to end up taking care of other people around it. And
so, she said: “That’s why I like to call you, Marshall, because
you’re so coldhearted. You’re such a miserable son-of-abitch. I know I can talk with you and you’re not going to
give a damn about anybody but yourself.”
She knew I could understand “idiomatic NVC.” And she
knew that I considered it a pleasure in the sense that whether
the other person is experiencing pain or joy, when we are
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present to them in a certain way, it’s precious. Of course, I
would rather the person be experiencing joy, but it’s precious
just to be there with another person and with whatever is alive
in them. That’s what my friend meant by “play with my pain.”
UM: How do you stay really present and not get swept up in all
these feelings?

Staying Present in the Face
of Strong Feelings
MR: I don’t know how to do that all the time. I was trying to
do some healing work with a woman from Algeria, who
wanted some healing from me. Extremists had dragged her
outside and made her watch while they tied her best friend
behind a car and dragged this friend to her death. Then
they took her inside and raped her in front of her parents.
They were going to come back the next night and kill her,
but she got to a phone and called friends of mine in
Geneva who got her out in the middle of the night.
I got a phone call from them where I live in Switzerland.
And they said, “Marshall, can you do the healing work with
this woman?” They told me what had happened. I said, “I’m
doing a training during the day, but send her over this
evening.” They said: “Marshall, here’s the problem. We told
her how you’ll do the healing work, that you will play the
role of the other person: She’s afraid she’ll kill you.” I said,
“You explained this is role-play, it’s not the actual person?”
They said: “She understands that. But she says, ‘Even if I
imagine he’s that person, I’ll kill him, I know I will.’ And,
Marshall, you should know that she’s a large woman.”
I thanked them for the warning, and then I said: “I’ll tell
you what. I’m going to have to have an interpreter in the
room. It might make her feel safer to know that there’s going
to be another person there. I got a guy in my training from
Rwanda and after what he’s been through, I don’t think this
will scare him. Ask her if she would feel safe if this guy from
Rwanda is in there to help me out if I need help.” So those
were the conditions under which she was there.
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Now, to address your question: When I started to hear this
woman’s pain, the enormity of her suffering, twice I just
said, “Time out, time out. I need time.” I had to go out into
the hall and do a lot of work on myself to be able to go back.
I couldn’t just “go back” to her. The only thing I wanted to
do at that point was to find those guys and do a little
“Detroit therapy” with them. I had to work on myself for
twenty minutes or so before I could go back to her.
What I’m saying, then, is that sometimes my pain is so
great I’m not able to be as fully present as I’d like. And I
haven’t found that to be a big problem. The other person
can understand it usually.
UM: Marshall, don’t you think it’s helpful sometimes to share
that pain with the other person?
MR: Very often I do. I say to the other person: “I’m in such pain I
can’t hear you right now. Do you want to hear what that is, or
are you in too much pain yourself?” I’d say half the time they
want to hear it and they can. So that’s another option. In this
case though, she was crying so hard and screaming, I wasn’t
at all optimistic that she needed to deal with my feelings.
UM: That’s very helpful.

Empathy Steps
MR: Back to our empathy steps. First, empathy requires presence,
a focus on what is alive in the other person at this moment,
on their feelings and needs. Second, it requires checking
things out with the other person, making sure you’re
connecting with their feelings and needs. Both steps we’ve
mentioned so far can be done silently: being fully present,
having your attention on the other person’s feelings and
needs.
We could also check out our understanding verbally,
reflecting out loud what we sense the feelings and needs
are. Let’s remember to have our intention be on creating
empathy, as opposed to practicing a mechanical technique.
The number one reason for checking out loud is to be sure
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we’re connecting to this person. We don’t want the other
person to see us as using something on them. So when we
check it out, we do it in a way that lets them know we’re not
sure we’re connecting fully and we’d like to verify what’s
real for them about that.
The other condition under which we might check it out—
even if we’re pretty confident we’ve heard them—occurs
when we sense that they really made themselves vulnerable
in saying what they did. We can guess, if we were in that
position, that we would really appreciate some confirmation
that we were understood. These are the only two conditions
under which we communicate empathy out loud instead of
silently.
MR: I was recently in Denmark working with a woman with an
enormous amount of pain. At least twenty minutes had
passed. She really expressed her pain very beautifully, but
she did it pretty nakedly. It was very easy for me to hear
what was alive in her. I didn’t feel any need to reflect it out
loud, so for twenty minutes I sat there silently. At the end
of those twenty minutes she just jumped up and hugged me
and said, “Thank you for all of that empathy, Marshall.” I
had not said one word. I was with her the whole time. She
felt it without a word being spoken.
UF: So, with empathy, you’re empty of yourself and full of the
other person.
MR: With empathy, I’m fully with them, not full of them—that’s
sympathy. The third step for empathizing is to stay with the
person until they give you signs that they’re finished. Be
aware that very often the first one or two messages that
people give us are but the tip of the iceberg: We haven’t
gotten down to the bottom. There are a couple of signs to help
us tell whether the person is finished with the empathy. One
sign is the relief you can feel in them: Empathy feels damn
good, so if that person got the empathy they need, you can
feel that sense of relief, and you’ll feel it in your own body.
Anyone in the room with you will feel it. Another sign is they
will often stop talking.
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The fourth step doesn’t happen until the relief is felt.
During the empathy process, if every time I understand
something and they come back with, “Yes, and
blablablablablabla,” that’s a signal that they need more
empathy. But when I feel this relief in tension, when I see that
the person has stopped talking, chances are they’ve had the
empathy they’ve needed. But I always like to triple check by
saying to them, “Is there more that you’d like to say?” I’ve
learned to be very slow in shifting my attention away from
the other person to myself. It doesn’t hurt to check again.
It would help if the person we are doing the empathy work
with knew how to say, “Finished,” but most people don’t.
And most of the time, even after the empathy, they want
something else. Our fifth step, then, is to empathize with their
“post-empathic” request, that something extra they want.
That might be information about how we feel having heard
what they’ve said, especially if they’ve been very vulnerable.
It’s a very human thing to want to know how what you’ve
given has affected the other person. Still, most people don’t
know how to ask for that. So if, after the empathy, I see them
looking at me, I usually say, “Would you like to hear
how I feel about what you said?” Sometimes they do, and
sometimes they don’t want to hear how I feel.
Besides wanting information about how the person
giving empathy feels, sometimes the post-empathic request
is for some kind of advice about better meeting their needs.
When it comes to advising your child, however, never give
advice unless you receive a request in writing first signed
by a lawyer. Triple check that they want advice, because it’s
almost always my first reaction to skip the empathy and go
directly to the advice.

Review of the First Stage of Healing: Empathy
MR: We started with me playing the role of the other person—
the brother—giving the sister empathy for her pain.
Being with her, I sensed that she would like to get some
verification, and I checked out loud most of the time. I tried
to be fully present to her feelings and needs. Now, notice I
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did that in the role of the brother: Why didn’t I do it just as
myself as Marshall? I think that anyone giving her empathy
would have worked to help heal her. However, over the
years, I’ve found that it’s more powerful the closer it comes
to the real thing. In our example here, if the brother was
around, I would’ve wanted to help him give that empathy
directly to his sister. But since she didn’t have him here
today, I played the role of the brother.
To sum up, then, the first stage in the healing process is
to get someone the empathy they need. There are three
ways to do it: You can give it as a third party, you can play
the role of the other person involved, or get that other
person there to give it in person.

The Second Stage of Healing: Mourning in NVC
MR: The second overall step in the healing process is
“mourning.” In the role of the brother, after I empathized, I
mourned. Here’s what that sounded like: “Sister, when I see
how my actions have contributed to your pain, I feel very
sad. It didn’t meet my need to nurture and support you in a
way I really would’ve liked.”
The main thing here is that it requires that we see a big
difference between mourning and apology. I see apology as
a very violent act. It is violent to the person receiving it and
violent to the person giving it. And what’s even more tragic
is the person receiving it usually likes it, addicted by the
culture to want the person to suffer and see them hating
themselves. What I find to be true is that nobody will ever
apologize or want an apology if they have experienced
sincere mourning instead.
Let’s look at the difference between mourning and
apology more closely. Apology is based on moralistic
judgment, that what I did was wrong and I should suffer for
it, even hate myself for what I did. That’s radically different
than mourning, which is not based on moralistic judgments.
Mourning is based on life-serving judgments. Did I meet my
own needs? No. Then what need didn’t I meet?
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When we are in touch with our unmet need we never
feel shame, guilt, self-anger, or the depression that we feel
when we think that what we did was wrong. We feel
sadness, deep sadness, sometimes frustration, but never
depression, guilt, anger, or shame. Those four feelings tell
us we are making moralistic judgments at the moment we
are feeling those feelings. Anger, depression, guilt, and
shame are the product of the thinking that is at the base
of violence on our planet. And I’m glad to have those
feelings, because if I’m thinking in a way that I believe
supports violence on our planet, I want to as quickly as
possible transform that thinking.
In our second step, then, I mourned; I didn’t apologize,
I mourned.

Getting Unstuck
UF: In your work do you come across people that go into
mourning and don’t find a way to complete it?
MR: No, usually what keeps us stuck is moralistic thinking and
judgments. I like the way Ernest Becker, the anthropologist,
puts it in his book Revolution in Psychiatry. He agrees with
Thomas Szasz, a psychiatrist, that “mental illness” is a
tragic metaphor. He shows a different way of looking at the
phenomenon. Becker’s definition of depression relates to
your idea about getting stuck and never coming out of it:
“Depression results from cognitively arrested alternatives.”
What he means by that is that our thinking blocks us from
being aware of our needs, and then being able to take
action to meet our needs.
Let’s take an example of someone mourning that is having
trouble completing. If the person mourning thinks over and
over: “I’m a poor parent. If I had treated my child differently,
he wouldn’t have run away from home and been killed on the
train, running away from me . . . I should’ve known better,
what’s wrong with me, I’m a terrible parent . . .” You get the
idea. That can go on for years and years and the person
never gets out of it. But that’s not mourning. That’s getting
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stuck in moralistic thinking, all the “should haves.” That
doesn’t go anywhere. “I’m a terrible person” is static
thinking. That’s what gets us stuck.
UF: Could you repeat that quotation and explain a little more
about it?
MR: “Depression results from cognitively arrested alternatives.”
Translated in my language, it’s that our thinking keeps us
from being aware of our needs (and taking steps to meet
our needs). We get stuck in our thoughts.
I’ll give another example. I work with very depressed
people labeled as “bipolar” this and “depressive reaction”
that. They sit there so depressed, thinking, “Oh, I don’t want
to live.” If I use the empathic language of Nonviolent
Communication and ask, “Could you tell me what needs of
yours are not getting met?” I would get from them, “I’m a
terrible failure.” I’m asking their needs, but they’re telling
me what they as people are: “I’m a terrible friend.”
MR: We also get stuck if we compare ourselves to someone else:
“My sister’s two years younger than me, and she’s an
administrator in her business. Look at me. I’m only an
assistant supervisor.” I’m stuck by comparing.
If you’re comparing yourself to others, you must have
read Dan Greenberg’s book How to Make Yourself
Miserable. One chapter teaches that, if you don’t know how
to be depressed, just compare yourself to other people. And
if you don’t know how to do that, he’s got some exercises.
One shows a picture of a man and a woman who would
be described as handsome and beautiful by contemporary
standards. All of their measurements are on the picture.
Greenberg’s exercise is this: Take your measurements,
compare them to these beautiful people, and think about
the difference. You can start off happy, and I guarantee if
you do that exercise, you’re going to end up depressed.
Greenberg doesn’t stop there. Just when you thought
you were as depressed as you can get, you turn the page
and he says: “Now, this is just a warm up, because we all
know that beauty is skin deep and that’s not important.
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Let’s now compare ourselves to people on dimensions that
are important. Like what have you achieved in your stage
of life with some other people that I have pulled at random
from the phone book. I’ve interviewed these people and
asked them what they’ve achieved, and now you can
compare yourself.” So, the first person he gets out of the
phone book is Mozart. I don’t know a lot about history, but
I don’t think Mozart had a phone, so I don’t entirely trust
Greenberg here, but anyway, he says this man, Mozart, has
written several pieces of music which have lasted over the
centuries as masterpieces, et cetera, et cetera.
UF: Started when he was five.
MR: Started when he was five. Now compare what you’ve
achieved at your stage in life with what Mozart had
achieved by age five. You can see that comparing yourself
to others doesn’t get you anywhere. That can go on
forever; you never get out of it. That kind of thinking is
taught in the schools, supported by the manufacturers of
anti-depressants. The more you think that way, the more
business is going to be good.

Last Stages of Healing: Acknowledgment of
Past Needs and Reverse Empathy
MR: Let’s briefly review the stages we’ve undertaken. First,
Sister got empathy from me in the role of Brother.
Second, I, the brother, mourned—not apologized,
mourned—and that required a consciousness of my needs
that weren’t met. I also expressed the feelings that came
with those needs not getting met.
In the third stage of the healing process, the brother
acknowledges to the sister what was going on in him when he
did what he did. So playing the role of the brother I said to
her: “I’d really like to tell you what was going on in me at the
time that I was doing that. I had these messages inside my
head telling me I should help you, hearing them coming from
outside of me. Understand Sister, that I’m not saying you
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yourself said those messages, but I was hearing them inside of
me, and as a demand. So I was torn inside: I wanted to help
you, and at the same time, my need for autonomy was
threatened by my hearing ‘shoulds’ inside and outside.”
In the fourth stage, we turn the empathy around. In this
final stage of the healing process—of getting empathy for the
person who did the act that stimulated the other person’s
pain—it’s very important that it be done when the person in
pain is ready to empathize. Almost always, people who have
been in a lot of pain tell me that they’ve had somebody
say: “You should empathize with the other person. If you
empathize you’ll feel better about it.” It’s true I think that the
healing is deep when we can empathize with what’s going on
in the person who raped us, who did something harmful to us.
But to ask people to do that before they have had the empathy
they need first is just to commit further violence to them.
As a further example, let’s go back to that woman that
I mentioned earlier from Algeria and to the part of the
process where I was going to play the role of the other
person expressing what was going on in me (him) when I
(he) violated her so terribly. Twice she had screamed at me,
“How could you have done it?” She was asking me, “How,”
because there is a hunger in people to understand. But
each time she said it, I could see she was still in too much
pain herself to listen and then to give me empathy.
I’m very slow to get to these last two stages of the
healing process. I want to make sure the other person
has had the empathy they need first. So, I said, “I will
tell you, but first I want to be sure that you’ve got all
the understanding you need.” When that is finished, the
woman, any person, is usually hungry to empathize with
me, with the other person who has hurt them.

Process versus Mechanics
UM: I was experimenting with NVC once, with somebody else
also practicing. What really upsets me is that when I am
trying to do it, the other person also practicing empathy,
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says, “Okay, you didn’t express your feelings,” or, “You
didn’t . . .” Maybe practicing has to be a little mechanical in
the beginning, but can’t the technique be more of a natural
process? If I skip a step, I want to have freedom to do that.
For example, you said that after empathy, you mourn. If I’m
so structure oriented that I think I need to do everything
exactly literally, then if I don’t feel like mourning, I will be
fake with myself, which is exactly the opposite of what I
think it is you’re suggesting to be in contact with. I really
have a need to remind myself that the technique is a great
help, but won’t work for me by itself without being true to
what I’m feeling in that moment.
MR: I like very much what you’re saying. It was said in a little
different way by a woman in Zurich, Switzerland. She came
to a workshop and saw a husband and wife working with
me, and what happened when they empathically connected
with each other in a conflict that they’d had for a long time.
She saw how beautiful it was to just see the energy in their
faces when for once they weren’t having enemy images,
and were really hearing each other. And it had been a very
painful conflict, maybe fifteen years of going over it.
The Swiss woman comes back a year later and she says,
“You know, Marshall, in the year since I was in your
workshop, every time I’m in a difficult situation I bring to my
consciousness the look on the woman’s and man’s faces when
they connected empathically,” and then she says, “then even
when I speak in a hurtful or harming way, it’s still NVC.”
You see, she had it the way you do now. The mechanics
are only helpful to the degree to which they support our
connecting in a certain way. If we get so preoccupied with
the mechanics that they become the only objective, we’ve
lost the process.
Now, this is one of the hardest things about our training
because one of the things that people say they like about our
training is that it really helps them manifest in concrete ways
what they’ve always believed. So, they like the fact that it is a
way of concretely manifesting, but its very concreteness can
be a disadvantage when it becomes an objective to do it right.
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Slowing Down and Taking Time
UF: I’m working and struggling in my life with this whole issue
of slowing my body down, slowing my relationships down so
I can be more present to myself and to other people and to
life. I see you doing this constant traveling. I would find it
inspiring and helpful to hear if it’s true that you weren’t
always this slow, and little bit about the evolution of how you
slowed yourself down.
MR: And I think it’s related to what he’s saying (male participant,
above), because in the middle of the rat race it’s very
important for me to know how to choose to make use of the
three words I probably said to myself more than any three
words in the last forty years: “TAKE YOUR TIME.” Those three
words give you the power to come from a spirituality of your
own choosing, not the one you were programmed for.
In my meditation materials, I have a very powerful
picture that helps me remember to take my time. A friend
of mine from Israel is very active organizing Israelis and
Palestinians who’ve lost children in the struggle, and who
want to create something else out of the misery. So, one of
the steps was to write a book in honor of his son who was
killed, using the energy that he suffered from that to go in a
different direction. He gave me a copy of it and even though
it was written in Hebrew and I couldn’t read it, I am glad he
did, because I opened it up and there on the first page is the
last picture taken of his son before he was killed in the battle
of Lebanon. On the son’s T-shirt it says, “Take Your Time.”
I asked my friend, the author father, if he had a biggersized picture that I could have to help me remember. I told
him why those three words were so important to me. He
said: “Then let me tell you also, Marshall, this will probably
make it even more powerful. When I went to my son’s
commanding officer to ask, ‘Why did you send him?
Couldn’t you see that anybody you asked to do that was
going to get killed?’ he said, ‘We didn’t take our time.’
That’s why I put that picture in there of my son.”
It’s critical for me to be able to slow down, take my time,
to come from an energy I choose, the one I believe that we
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were meant to come from, not the one I was programmed into.
My Israeli friend also said, “Marshall, I’ll give you a
poem written by an Israeli poet who was influenced the
same way you were when he saw the picture.” And the first
line in his poem is, “Take your time, it’s yours you know.”
And I have to keep working at that because as my beloved
partner keeps pointing out, I forget it and I start to race.

Empathy for Those Who Would Hurt You
UF: I’ve heard you say that children are less likely to be beaten
by someone if they empathize with the person ready to beat
them. I assume this applies to adults as well. Do you have
any suggestions or emergency phrases that they might pull
out at that time?
MR: Yes. The first thing we teach them is never to put your “but”
in your dad’s face when he’s angry. So, when Daddy says,
“Why did you do this?” don’t reply, “But, Dad.” Never give
an explanation. What to do instead is, as fast as you can,
put your attention on what this person is feeling and
needing. Be conscious that they’re not angry at you, you
didn’t make them angry. But hear their anger and hear what
need isn’t getting met.
We practice, practice, practice this. It’s one thing to talk
about that theoretically, but it’s another thing when
someone’s about to beat you, to know how to empathically
connect with what’s alive in that person. We teach police
how to do this in dangerous conditions. A lot of research has
documented that police are far more likely to come out alive
when dealing with violent people armed with empathy than
a gun. But, to ask kids to do it is a bigger challenge, and so
we’ve got to give the children a lot of practice.
If you’re around parents who think that parents always
know what’s right, and if the other person’s wrong they
should be punished for it, then you’re likely to beat your own
child. Until we can get ahold of the parents the child lives
with, we teach the children the best self-defense we know:
empathic connection.
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Dealing with Your Own Angry Behavior
UM: How do you deal with your own personal violent behavior
when you’ve communicated with another person, gone
through everything, and you get to the point where you feel
like blowing up? When the traffic’s bad, when you’re going
to the airport, or whatever . . .
MR: If you follow me around when I leave here this evening, you
will probably see twenty such situations between now and
when I get to Santa Barbara tonight. My partner’s sleeping
now or she would verify that.
UM: And you’ve gone through that whole process of mentally
calming yourself down and doing all that . . .
MR: Yes. So I suffer now for about thirty seconds instead of
about three hours. But, I still get triggered. You see, there is
this horrible breed of violent, evil people called “people
who don’t move fast enough.” When I want to get through
the ticket line, and I want to sit down and just relax, this
breed of people, these jerks are all over the damn planet
and they’re placed here to aggravate the hell out of me.
There’s an international plot to test out my patience in my
Nonviolent Communication . . .
UM: So, do you have a trick or a special trigger that you’ve
come up with? Do you “count to ten,” or . . .
MR: No, my anger is valuable. It’s really a blessing. When I’m
angry I know I need to slow down, look at what I’m telling
myself. Translate the judgments that are making me angry
and get in touch with my needs.
UM: So, you believe anger is justified in certain situations?
MR: Anger is always justified in the sense that it’s the inevitable
result of life-alienated, violence-provocative thinking.
Anger is not the problem. It’s the thinking that’s going on
in us when we’re angry that’s the problem.
UM: And what is the process that you use to deal with it?
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MR: I slow down and I enjoy the judgement show going on in my
head. I don’t tell myself I “shouldn’t” think that way. That’s
perpetuating it. I don’t say it’s wrong. I don’t say to myself
what my son once said to me, when I said these judgmental
thoughts out loud: “You go around the world teaching
communication?” I try not to say that to myself. “I don’t think
it’s justified.” I just see it, connect with the need behind it,
and give empathy to myself. I hear the need behind this
moralistic thinking.
As an example, I might be frustrated because I’d like the
line to go faster, but in the ten minutes that I’m going to be
in that line, I’m not going to be putting additional stress on
my heart. (By the way, research in the medical arena shows
a high correlation between “Type A” thinking, which is
what I call moralistic or judgmental thinking, and heart
disease.) So, I’d like to slow down the stress on my heart to
about thirty beats-a-second, rather than for ten minutes
being in that line angry at this person up front who’s taken
up all this time talking to the ticket seller. Don’t they know
I’m back here? I can eat my heart, or I can choose to really
transform that frustration. What could I do in these ten
minutes? Carry something to read in the line.
UM: Is the ultimate goal to not be perturbed by it at all? Is that
where you see yourself eventually?
MR: The ultimate goal is to spend as many of my moments in
life as I can in that world that the poet Rumi talks about,
“a place beyond rightness and wrongness.”

Learning to Deal with a Difficult Person
UM: Aside from right and wrong, I think we all have our
conditioning, a certain chemistry and openness toward some
people and not toward others, based on our upbringing,
personal habits and all. And I often don’t know how to
genuinely feel open, warm to people who are different,
really different than I am. And I’m not necessarily just
talking about racism. It might just be people with different
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habits, different ways to go about things, and so I’m
confused about how to genuinely develop more tolerance.
And it’s more difficult in this politically correct society that
says we should be tolerant.
MR: First, by getting the word should out of there. As long as I
think I “should” do it, I’ll resist it, even if I want very much
to do it. Hearing “should” from inside or outside takes all
the joy out of doing it. I try to never do anything I should
do, but follow Joseph Campbell’s suggestion. After studying
comparative religion and mythology for forty-three years,
Campbell said, “You know, after all of my research, it’s
amazing that all religions are saying the same thing: Don’t
do anything that isn’t playful.”
Don’t do anything that isn’t play. He says it another
way: “Follow your bliss,” come from this energy of how to
make the world fun and learnable.
Let’s talk for a minute about “tolerance.” There are a lot
of people that I can’t stand being around. And they are my
best gurus. They teach me about what’s going on in me that
makes it hard to see the divine energy in them. I want to
learn from anything that keeps me from connecting to that
energy. Fortunately, there are a lot of people I can’t stand;
I have a lot of learning opportunities. I practice. I ask,
“What does this person do that is a trigger for my judging
them?” First I try to get clear about what they do, and
second, conscious about how I’m judging that person who
makes me so angry. The third step is to look behind my
judgment to see what particular need of mine is not getting
met in relation to that person. I try to give myself empathy
for what need of mine isn’t met in relation to that person.
Fourth, I say to myself, “When the person does that thing
that I don’t like, what personal need are they trying to
meet?” I try to empathize with what’s alive in them when
they do it.
These people that I can’t stand are my best teachers of
Nonviolent Communication if I do that exercise with them.
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Anger Toward Mother Role-Play
UM: I would like to know if you would be willing to help me
with some healing with my mother? I’m going to be
visiting her for Thanksgiving.
MR: Let’s do it. I’ll be your mother, and you play yourself.
(BEGIN ROLE-PLAY) Well, son, I’ve got my empathy ears
on now and I would like very much to hear anything that’s
alive in you that makes it less-than-totally enjoyable for
you to be around me.
UM: Where do I begin?
MR: Oh, good, there’s a lot I can learn.
UM: I’m so frustrated and angry and discouraged, and I feel
despair around how negative you are, how you’re always
looking at things to criticize about the world, about me, about
life, about the government. I’m angry that you painted this
picture that the world is a horrible place and then said it to
me and to my sisters.
MR: Let me see if I can get that. I hear two important messages
in there that I don’t want to miss. First is, if I’m hearing you
correctly, you’d like some understanding about how painful
it is for you to be around me when I’m in so much pain . . .
and how it leaves you constantly feeling under some
pressure to have to some way deal with my pain.
UM: Yes.
MR: And then the second thing that I’m hearing that you’d like
from me is some understanding of how much pain you carry
with you from having been exposed to this for so long, that
you’d like not to have so much pain in how you see things.
UM: That’s partly accurate. I’m angry because it feels like I have
to fight inside of myself, to protect my own ability to
choose, to perceive things the way I want.
MR: So, how wonderful it would be if you didn’t have to work
so hard to live in a world that is quite different than the one
that I painted for you.
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UM: Yeah.
MR: Yeah. How much you’d like to live in that other world and
how sad it is to see how much of your energy goes into the
one that I helped you learn to live in.
UM: Yeah, and this sounds blaming—and it is—but that’s where
I’m at right now.
MR: I can’t hear blame, son. I have my NVC ears on. All I can
hear is beauty.
UM: I’m angry that you’re just in so much pain that that’s all
you present, and that you didn’t say, “I’m in a lot of pain,
but you don’t have to be.” And I’m angry that I wasn’t
given any encouragement to choose a different way of
looking at the world, and when I do present a different way,
you feel threatened and you try to devalue and diminish
what I perceive.
MR: I want to reflect that, check with you to see whether it
could have at least made things more bearable for you,
while I was in this pain, if I could’ve said, “Hey, this is just
how I look at it and I’m not encouraging you to see it this
way.” But I presented it in a way that sounded like this is
the way the world is, and as a child you internalized that.
And that is now what makes it so hard for you to live in
the world of your choosing, rather than the one I painted
for you.
UM: Yes. And I go into that child place a lot when I’m with you.
I don’t have the distance that I feel like I need to be able to
say, “Ah, that’s just my mom and . . .”
MR: Yeah.
UM: It still feels like it threatens my autonomy to hear your
feelings.
MR: Yeah, you hear those feelings and you lose connection with
the world you want to be in and go into this world that I
painted for you.
UM: Yeah. And I’m worried because I’m going to visit you on
Thanksgiving and I know a lot of the strategies that I’ve
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used in the past are still alive in me, like nodding my head
up and down, pretending to listen when I’m really angry,
and I’ve left my body, and I’m too scared to express my real
feelings, and I’m worried that I’m going to do that again.
MR: Yeah.
UM: And I’m worried that if I do try to be authentic with you
that I’m going to be criticized for having these feelings.
MR: You hate to be in this situation where the only two options
you can imagine are hiding yourself or trying to be honest
and making a bigger mess. You’d really like there to be
some other connection between us besides that.
UM: Yeah. And I’m worried about the part of me that is so hurt
about this that I want to shame you and make you wrong.
MR: It’s so strong in you how you suffered that you need this
understanding desperately for how much you’ve paid for this.
UM: Yeah. Yeah. Being authentic and making a mess isn't the
thing that scares me the most though, because I have some
training in being able to clean it up. What I hate about
myself is that I can freeze up and just not be there.
MR: Yeah.
UM: And not take care of myself, and not speak up, and I’m
worried about that tendency.
MR: So as uncomfortable as it is for you to imagine speaking up
and having to clean up the mess, that’s less toxic for you
than continuing to hide yourself and not express yourself—
as scary as it is to do that.
UM: I have a lot of pain about internalizing the labels “too
sensitive,” and “hypersensitive,” the labels that you use to
express your being overwhelmed when you hear my feelings.
MR: Yeah, yeah, yeah. You wish you could hear through that
and hear my pain without hearing any criticism, but it’s a
real strain for you to do that.
UM: Yeah.
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MR: Is there more you’d like me to hear before I respond?
UM: I’m really worried about how much pain is still alive in me,
and how that comes out as me wanting to make you wrong,
wanting to shame you and beat you up for what I perceive
you did to me.
MR: Yeah, the pain is so strong in you, and you need to get it
out, but you’re afraid that the only way it might come out
is going to be interpreted by me in a way that will make
both of us even more distant from one another. And that’s
not what you want. But you do want to be able to get that
pain out and dealt with.
UM: Yeah, I’m worried about intellectualizing. I wish I had the
permission, the psychic permission, to just scream and
stamp my feet and not say any words. I’d like to have that
heard, because we get into our heads and I hate that.
MR: Yeah. So, you want to be sure that if we do use words, that
they really connect us to life and not take us further from
it. And at the moment it’s hard to imagine any words that
would do that. It seems like to get all the pain out you just
have to scream or stomp or something.
UM: And I’m also connected to a part of me that just wants to
come home and get the nurturing that I have not gotten as
a child in this family, and I’m worried that that’s not a very
realistic need to try to get met in this family.
MR: So, there’s more than just resolving all this pain. You really
have a dream of a nurturing relationship, of feeling you’re
valued, of enjoying our being with one another. That seems
so far off given all the pain that you’re going through, that
it’s hard to even imagine we could get to that stage of
really being nurturing for one another.
UM: Uh huh. To be honest, it’s hard to imagine you ever giving
that, because you’re so caught up in your own suffering.
MR: Yeah. So hard to even imagine. Anything more you want
me to hear before I respond?
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UM: You know, if you talk about how much you hate the
president, even if I agree with you, I don’t want to hear it,
and I’d rather punch you in the face.
MR: So, whatever I’m talking about, whether it’s the president
or something else, as soon as you see me in pain, you then
get yourself in such pain, that it’s not a place you want to
continue to be in.
UM: I don’t have any idea why, intellectually, but just hearing
you vent your judgments about people pisses me off: I
don’t want to be a sounding board for your storytelling. If
I saw you releasing your pain and getting empathy for that,
it would be a different story, but . . .
MR: You’re fed up with feeling that somehow you have to heal
that pain, and not knowing how to do it, and getting
yourself down. You want something else out of any
relationship you’re in, besides being in that role.
UM: Yeah.
MR: Having to listen to it, and then somehow, make me feel
better.
UM: Uh huh. I wish I could find a way to enjoy it. You know,
hearing your judgments versus the way I hear a friend’s
judgments: You and I sometimes have a party hurting one
another . . . And I’m not there, because I have this critical
voice inside telling me it’s my responsibility.
MR: You’re aware that part of the issue is telling yourself that
somehow you need to fix me, your Mom. But, also, you
want me to see that there are things that I say and do that
provoke that.
UM: Yeah, it would feel really nice for me if you said, “You
know, I’ve got some pain and I’d like to vent: Can I have
an ear?” To actually ask for permission. Then I could get
my needs met for respect.
MR: Yeah. I’d like to respond now. Can you hear me, or would
you like me to hear more of you?
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UM: I can say a lot more, but I feel okay about hearing you now.
MR: Well, I’m so relieved that you haven’t given up on our
relationship, that you still are working to try to find a way to
make it not only bearable, but nurturing. And I’m sure you’ve
been close to giving up on it. I can’t tell you what a gift it is,
that in spite of the pain that you’re telling me about, that
you’re still looking for hope, some glimmer that we can learn
to nurture one another.
UM: I don’t know that I have that hope, but I know that if I work
on this a little bit, I’ll have better relationships with women.
MR: So, even if you can’t imagine getting nurture from me,
you would hope at least that you could with other women.
There’s so much I want to tell you that’s stimulated in me
by what you’ve said, but at the moment, there’s just a
horrible sadness to see that I handled my pain in a way
that didn’t meet one of the needs that I’ve had my whole
life, the strongest need that I can think of: to nurture
you. And to see that instead of nurturing you in a way
that I would’ve liked, I’ve been a stimulus for so much
pain for you. It’s enormously frightening to look at my
depth of sadness about that. It’s one thing that I had to
suffer myself, but oh my god, to have contributed to all
this pain in you. That’s a real, real painful sadness to
look at. And I’d like to know how you feel when you
hear me say that.
UM: I feel kind of numb. I think I’m protecting myself.
MR: That’s what I was afraid of, that even now you feel that you
have to do something about it. I really do want you to
know that with these ears on all I want is empathy. Nothing
else. And if you can’t give it, I can hear that without
hearing it as a rejection or creating more pain. So, I can
hear that you’re kind of numb and part of you wants to
resonate to it, but part of you is afraid of getting into the
old now-you-have-to-do-something-about-it.
Now, I’d like to tell you what goes on in me when I’ve been
doing that over the years. When I hear how you would’ve
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liked for me to have said it, really I want to cry because it
makes me aware that I would’ve liked to have said it in that
way. Then I ask myself what kept me from doing it, and that’s
when I want to cry. I can’t even imagine that anyone really
cares about what’s going on for me. And then what you said
helped me realize that I’ve been asking for it in a way that
leads to self-fulfilling prophecies. The way I’ve been asking for
it, how can anybody enjoy giving it to me? And I just felt such
a depth of sadness that I didn’t know other ways of saying,
“Hey, I’m in pain and I need some attention.”
I don’t want you to take responsibility for it. I just need
somehow to feel that somebody cares about what’s going
on for me. The only way I knew to ask for that provoked
just the opposite from almost everybody, going back to the
time I was a child. I never had the feeling that my needs
mattered to somebody. Therefore, to ask for it in a way the
other person might enjoy hearing it wasn’t a possibility. I
just get desperate and express it in the only way I know
how: out of desperation. And then I see how it affects other
people, and I get even more desperate. I’d like to know how
you feel when I tell you that.
UM: Sad, but somewhat relieved to be able to hear some of what
was behind the urgency of your expression. Some relief in
just connecting with it.
MR: I’m feeling very vulnerable about our revelation of
ourselves. How would you feel if I asked the group for
their reaction to what we’ve been saying?
UM: I’d probably enjoy that.
MR: Okay, does anybody have any feelings, reactions to our
dialogue?

Reactions to the Role-Play
UF: Somehow, it just makes my heart smile to see men being so
responsive to each other in such a compassionate way. This
is a new kind of experience for me.
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MR: We’re not real men. (said jokingly)
UF: Your modeling it for me opens up a possibility for a way
for men to act. So, I’m grateful.
UM: I, too, am grateful. It really touched my heart deeply, because
my mother and I have a similar dynamic, one that I’ve not
found an effective way to deal with. I’ve just kind of gone to
a place of hopelessness about it. And as I was listening to
Marshall mourn in the mother role, with the sadness over
how her intention was for her son to be happy, and how
important that was to her, I felt some healing for me,
knowing that’s what’s important to my mother—that it was
never her intention to make my life hard. It was healing for
me to hear what she may have been going through and to
hear your dialogue. I really appreciate that.
UM: Well, I feel very grateful for the experience, because I could
really sense the humanity behind the words. I don’t know if
anybody’s heard about “vibrations,” but I felt something at
one point that took away the separateness between me and
each one in this room. I felt really connected. And on the
other side, I’m a little sad, because I really would like to see
people—myself included—happy, you know. And I’m realizing
what you were saying when you were role-playing the
mother: That there is something that blocks the humanity in
each one of us, and it’s amazing how quick a solution can
happen once one or maybe both persons are able to open up.
I think the technique helps a lot, but it’s also about your
ability to connect with your heart; it’s about the presence I
felt. Like believing in God. I think that’s a good description of
what I felt in the moment. Thank you very much.
UM: (from role-play) What’s alive in me is my sadness,
identifying with you, recognizing that I’ve given up on
healing my relationship with my own mother . . . how I was
just going to heal my relationship with women without
having to heal with my mother. And how I don’t know how
to approach her, or even if I can or should, because I don’t
think she could really respond like that to me.
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MR: How do you think she would respond about hearing this
recording?
UM: I don’t know. It has been healing for me; maybe it would
heal her or something.
MR: I’d like you to try it, and if it works beautifully, I’d like
you to call me and tell me. And if it messes things up, call
my staff.
UM: I feel some hope after hearing that: not that I could stay
with feelings and needs the whole time by any means, but
I just feel some hope. Even if I screw it up, there’s some
hope and energy to try with my own brother, the same kind
of thing. Thank you.

Marshall’s Mother’s Gift to Him
MR: I’d like to share with you a gift I received. I had very similar
pain in relationship to my mother, and you were speaking
like it was me. And I want to tell you about some major
surgery that I had that helped me get out of it, not surgery
done on me, but that my mother had at a workshop of mine
that she came to.
In the workshop, women in the group were talking about
how scary it was for them as women to express needs
directly, and how much their personal relationships with
men were getting all mucked up because of it. The only way
they knew how to express needs got the opposite of what
they wanted. Then they got more bitter, which made it worse.
Well, one woman after another was saying how hard it
was for her to say her need. My mother gets up and leaves,
goes to the bathroom. And I’m starting to worry because
she really was in there a long time. And when she comes
out I notice how pale she is and I ask, “Mother, are you all
right?” She says, “Now I am.”
“It was very upsetting for me to hear the discussion,
because when I heard the women talking about how hard
it was for them to express their needs, it had reminded
me of something.” I said, “Do you mind telling me what it
was, Mother?”
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She told me this story. “When I was fourteen, my sister,
your aunt Minnie, had her appendix taken out, and then
your aunt Alice bought her a little purse. How I cherished
that purse, what I wouldn’t have given for that purse, but
in our family you never ask for what you want or need. You
would hear back from one of the older kids, ‘You know how
poor we are. Why are you asking for what you need?’ But
I wanted it so badly that I started to complain of pains in
my side. They took me to two doctors who couldn’t find
anything, but the third one said maybe we should do
exploratory surgery.”
They took out my mother’s appendix. And it worked: My
aunt Alice bought her a purse just like the one that she
wanted but couldn’t ask for. But that wasn’t the end of it.
Mother told me: “And then I was lying in bed in the hospital
in a lot of pain from the operation, but so happy. The nurse
came in and stuck a thermometer in my mouth, then went
out and another nurse came in. I wanted her to see my purse
but I could only say ‘Mmmm, mmmm, mmmm’ because of
the thing in my mouth. The nurse said, ‘For me? Thank you,’
and she took the purse. And I couldn’t ask for it back.”
That was such a gift that my mother gave me, because
just seeing how hard it was for her to express her needs,
what she would go through, helped me see everything I
hated her for. I understand that when she asked for the
things that just aggravated the hell out of me, there was
desperation behind it. I could see why she couldn’t just come
out and say it. So, that major surgery helped shake me out
of that, see her pain as a “Damn-it . . .” That really helped.
UF: (to role-play participant) I wanted to tell you how much
I appreciated your willingness to be vulnerable and to
express all your anger and your hurt and your pain.
And you may be surprised that your mother may be so
willing, so anxious to open that up. I’m going to buy the
audiotape and take it to my son.
UM: (from role-play) Could you say a few things that would
bring some closure to my dialogue with you? I’m thinking
about getting the audiotape and playing it for my mother
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when I visit her, and this brings up a lot of fear. What I’m
telling myself is, we said some pretty strong, harsh things
and, while I don’t have any hope that I can have a better
relationship with my mom, I’m worried that she might not
be able to hear that as me venting in the moment.
MR: That’s the danger, but if she stays with it long enough and
sees how I heard the beauty behind it, she’ll also be
learning Nonviolent Communication.
UM: I just realized I can tell her before putting on the tape some
of the things I said I was saying just for the purpose of
expressing the really strong emotion in the moment: She
understands that very well. She taught me that.
MR: And then you can say: “And Mother, I’d like you to see how
Marshall handled it in your role. And I’d like you to tell me
afterward how you felt about how he played your role. How
he dealt with it when I called you these names.”
UM: I’m worried she might want you for a son.
UF: I want Marshall for a mother.

Summary
There are FOUR PRIMARY STAGES in creating a bridge of
empathy between people seeking healing or reconciliation in a
significant relationship.
STAGE ONE: EMPATHIC CONNECTION
1. Presence: I extend empathy to a person who is hurting, angry,
or frightened by being fully present to what is alive in them
without offering any judgment, diagnosis, or advice.
2. Connecting with and checking out current feelings and
needs—doing so out loud only if:
• my intention is to verify that I have accurately
understood and connected with them;
• I sense they have shared vulnerably and may
appreciate verbal empathy from me.
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My focus is on what is alive in them right now (as a result of
what happened in the past) rather than on their story and past
events.
3. Stay in empathy with the person until I receive visible signs
that they're finished (e.g., a sense of relief or a quieting down
on their part)
4. Check in with them: “Is there more you'd like to say?”
5. Receive their post-empathic request of what they would like
from me in this moment (Information? Advice? To know how
I feel after having heard them speak?)
Remember to distinguish empathy from sympathy. With
empathy, I am fully present with the other person while they
are feeling their feelings. With sympathy, I am back home
feeling my own feelings.
STAGE TWO: MOURNING
Mourning in NVC requires becoming conscious of my current
unmet needs as a result of specific choices I made in the past. For
example, in the role-play between the brother and sister, the
brother says: “Sister, when I see how my actions have contributed
to your pain, I feel very sad. It didn't meet my need to nurture
and support you in a way I really would've liked.” As he mourns,
the brother also connects with the feeling that now arises (“sad”)
from those unmet needs (“to nurture and support the sister”).
NVC mourning is not apologizing. Apologies are based on
moralistic judgments, involving admission of wrongdoing and the
implication that some form of suffering will “make right.” In NVC
mourning, I ask myself whether my action met my needs. And if
not, which needs didn't I meet, and how am I feeling about it?

STAGE THREE: ACKNOWLEDGMENT OF PAST NEEDS (which led me
to behave as I did)
Following the stages of empathic connection and mourning, the
earnest question I may hear asked of me is, “But why did you do
it?” I make certain that the person has received all the empathy
they need before moving to this next stage, where I address their
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question by connecting with the needs that I was trying to meet
when I behaved as I had.
For example, in the mother-son role-play, after the mother
empathized with the son and then mourned in his presence, she
acknowledges what led her to behave toward her family the way
she had: “I never had the feeling that my needs mattered to
somebody. . . . I just got desperate and expressed it in the only
way I knew how: out of desperation. And then I saw how it
affected other people, and I got even more desperate. . . . I just
felt such a depth of sadness that I didn't know other ways of
saying, 'Hey, I'm in pain and I need some attention.'”
Just as mourning is distinct from apologizing, the mother's
compassionate self-forgiveness based on connecting to her past
feelings (“desperation,” “pain”) and needs (for caring attention
and “to matter”) is distinct from rationalization or denial of
responsibility.
STAGE FOUR: REVERSE EMPATHY
After the person in pain has received full empathy, has heard my
mourning, and then understood the needs I was trying to meet
through my behavior, they will feel a natural desire to turn
around and empathize with me. When this happens, we will have
completed the final stage of healing. It is critical, however,
that this occurs only when there is a genuine urge on their part
to empathize with me. Any sense of pressure or a premature
invitation would simply contribute to furthering their pain.
In the transcribed workshop used for this booklet, Marshall
makes reference to, but does not demonstrate thorough roleplays, this final stage of healing.
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How You Can Use the NVC Process
Clearly expressing
how I am
without blaming
or criticizing

Empathically receiving
how you are
without hearing
blame or criticism

OBSERVATIONS
1. What I observe (see, hear,
remember, imagine, free from
my evaluations) that does or
does not contribute to my
well-being:

1. What you observe (see, hear,
remember, imagine, free from
your evaluations) that does or
does not contribute to your
well-being:

“When I (see, hear) . . . ”

“When you see/hear . . . ”
(Sometimes unspoken when offering empathy)

FEELINGS
2. How you feel (emotion or
sensation rather than thought)
in relation to what you observe:

2. How I feel (emotion or
sensation rather than thought)
in relation to what I observe:

“You feel . . .”

“I feel . . . ”

NEEDS
3. What I need or value (rather
than a preference, or a specific
action) that causes my feelings:

3. What you need or value (rather
than a preference, or a specific
action) that causes your feelings:
“ . . . because you need/value . . .”

“ . . . because I need/value . . . ”

Empathically receiving that
which would enrich your life
without hearing any demand

Clearly requesting that
which would enrich my
life without demanding

REQUESTS
4. The concrete actions you
would like taken:

4. The concrete actions I would
like taken:

“Would you like . . . ?”

“Would you be willing to . . . ?”

(Sometimes unspoken when offering empathy)

© Marshall B. Rosenberg. For more information about Marshall B. Rosenberg
or the Center for Nonviolent Communication please visit www.CNVC.org.
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Some Basic Feelings We All Have
Feelings when needs are fulfilled
•
•
•
•
•

Amazed
Comfortable
Confident
Eager
Energetic

•
•
•
•
•

Fulfilled
Glad
Hopeful
Inspired
Intrigued

•
•
•
•
•

Joyous
Moved
Optimistic
Proud
Relieved

•
•
•
•
•

Stimulated
Surprised
Thankful
Touched
Trustful

•
•
•
•
•

Overwhelmed
Puzzled
Reluctant
Sad
Uncomfortable

Feelings when needs are not fulfilled
•
•
•
•
•

Angry
Annoyed
Concerned
Confused
Disappointed

•
•
•
•
•

Discouraged
Distressed
Embarrassed
Frustrated
Helpless

•
•
•
•
•

Hopeless
Impatient
Irritated
Lonely
Nervous

Some Basic Needs We All Have
Autonomy

Physical Nurturance

• Choosing dreams/goals/values
• Choosing plans for fulfilling
one’s dreams, goals, values

• Air • Food
• Movement, exercise
• Protection from life-threatening
forms of life: viruses, bacteria,
insects, predatory animals
• Rest • Sexual expression
• Shelter • Touch • Water

Celebration
• Celebrating the creation of life
and dreams fulfilled
• Celebrating losses: loved ones,
dreams, etc. (mourning)

Play
• Fun • Laughter

Integrity
• Authenticity • Creativity
• Meaning • Self-worth

Spiritual Communion
• Beauty • Harmony
• Inspiration • Order • Peace

Interdependence
•
•
•
•

Acceptance • Appreciation
Closeness • Community
Consideration
Contribution to the enrichment
of life
• Emotional Safety • Empathy

• Honesty (the empowering
honesty that enables us to learn
from our limitations)
• Love • Reassurance
• Respect • Support
• Trust • Understanding

© CNVC. Please visit www.cnvc.org to learn more.
•
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About PuddleDancer Press
PuddleDancer Press (PDP) is the premier publisher of Nonviolent
Communication TM–related works. Its mission is to provide high-quality materials
that help people create a world in which all needs are met compassionately.
PDP is the unofficial marketing arm of the international Center for Nonviolent
Communication. Publishing revenues are used to develop and implement
NVC promotion, educational materials, and media campaigns. By working in
partnership with CNVC and NVC trainers, teams, and local supporters, PDP has
created a comprehensive, cost-effective promotion effort that has helped bring
NVC to thousands more people each year.
Since 2003, PDP has donated over 50,000 NVC books to organizations,
decision-makers, and individuals in need around the world. This program is
supported in part by donations to CNVC and by partnerships with like-minded
organizations around the world. To ensure the continuation of this program,
please make a tax-deductible donation to CNVC earmarked to the Book
Giveaway Campaign, at www.CNVC.org/donation
Visit the PDP website at www.NonviolentCommunication.com to find
the following resources:
• Shop NVC—Continue your learning. Purchase our NVC titles online safely and

conveniently. Find multiple-copy and package discounts, learn more about our
authors, and read dozens of book endorsements from renowned leaders,
educators, relationship experts, and more.
• NVC Quick Connect e-Newsletter—Sign up today to receive our monthly

e-Newsletter, filled with expert articles, resources, related news, and exclusive
specials on NVC learning materials. Archived e-Newsletters are also available.
• Help Share NVC—Access hundreds of valuable tools, resources, and adaptable

documents to help you share NVC, form a local NVC community, coordinate
NVC workshops and trainings, and promote the life-enriching benefits of NVC
training to organizations and communities in your area.
• Pressroom—Journalists and producers can access author bios and photos,

recently published articles in the media, video clips, and other valuable
information.
• About NVC—Learn more about these life-changing communication skills

including an overview of the four-part process, Key Facts about NVC, benefits
of the NVC process, and access to our NVC e-Newsletter and Article Archives.

For more information, please contact PuddleDancer Press at:
P.O. Box 231129 • Encinitas CA 92024
Phone: 858-759-6963 • Fax: 858-759-6967
Email: email@puddledancer.com • www.NonviolentCommunication.com
•
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About CNVC and NVC
About CNVC
Founded in 1984 by Dr. Marshall B. Rosenberg, the Center for Nonviolent
Communication (CNVC) is an international nonprofit peacemaking organization
whose vision is a world where everyone’s needs are met peacefully. CNVC is
devoted to supporting the spread of Nonviolent Communication (NVC) around
the world.
NVC is now being taught around the globe in communities, schools, prisons,
mediation centers, churches, businesses, professional conferences, and more. Dr.
Rosenberg spends more than two hundred fifty days each year teaching NVC in
some of the most impoverished, war-torn states of the world. More than two
hundred certified trainers and hundreds more teach NVC to approximately two
hundred fifty thousand people each year in thirty-five countries.
CNVC believes that NVC training is a crucial step to continue building a
compassionate, peaceful society. Your tax-deductible donation will help CNVC
continue to provide training in some of the most impoverished, violent corners
of the world. It will also support the development and continuation of organized
projects aimed at bringing NVC training to high-need geographic regions and
populations.
CNVC provides many valuable resources to support the continued growth
of NVC worldwide. To make a tax-deductible donation or to learn more about
the resources available, visit their website at www.CNVC.org.
For more information, please contact CNVC at:
5600 San Francisco Rd. NE Suite A, Albuquerque, NM 87109
Ph: 505-244-4041 • Fax: 505-247-0414
Email: cnvc@CNVC.org • Website: www.CNVC.org

About NVC
From the bedroom to the boardroom, from the classroom to the war zone,
Nonviolent Communication (NVC) is changing lives every day. NVC provides
an easy-to-grasp, effective method to get to the root of violence and pain
peacefully. By examining the unmet needs behind what we do and say, NVC
helps reduce hostility, heal pain, and strengthen professional and personal
relationships.
NVC helps us reach beneath the surface and discover what is alive and vital
within us, and how all of our actions are based on human needs that we are
seeking to meet. We learn to develop a vocabulary of feelings and needs that
helps us more clearly express what is going on in us at any given moment.
When we understand and acknowledge our needs, we develop a shared
foundation for much more satisfying relationships. Join the thousands of people
worldwide who have improved their relationships and their lives with this simple
yet revolutionary process.
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Nonviolent Communication:
A Language of Life, Second Edition
Create Your Life, Your Relationships, and Your World
in Harmony with Your Values
Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D.
$17.95 — Trade Paper 6x9, 240pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-03-8

In this internationally acclaimed text, Marshall Rosenberg
offers insightful stories, anecdotes, practical exercises and
role-plays that will literally change your approach to
communication for the better. Nonviolent Communication
partners practical skills with a powerful consciousness to
help us get what we want peacefully.
Discover how the language you use can strengthen your relationships, build trust,
prevent or resolve conflicts peacefully, and heal pain. Over 400,000 copies of this
landmark text have been sold in 20 languages around the globe.
“Nonviolent communication is a simple yet powerful methodology for communicating
in a way that meets both parties’ needs. This is one of the most useful books you will
ever read.”
—William Ury, coauthor of Getting to Yes and author of The Third Side
“I believe the principles and techniques in this book can literally change the world,
but more importantly, they can change the quality of your life with your spouse,
your children, your neighbors, your co-workers, and everyone else you interact with.”
—Jack Canfield, author, Chicken Soup for the Soul

Nonviolent Communication
Companion Workbook
A Practical Guide for Individual,
Group, or Classroom Study
by Lucy Leu
$19.95 — Trade Paper 7x10, 224pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-04-5

Learning Nonviolent Communication has often been
equated with learning a whole new language. The NVC
Companion Workbook helps you put these powerful,
effective skills into practice with chapter-by-chapter
study of Rosenberg’s cornerstone text, NVC: A Language of Life. Create a safe,
supportive group learning or practice environment that nurtures the needs of
each participant. Find a wealth of activities, exercises, and facilitator suggestions
to refine and practice this powerful communication process.

Available from PDP, CNVC, all major bookstores, and Amazon.com
Distributed by IPG: 800-888-4741
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Speak Peace in a World of Conflict
What You Say Next Will Change Your World
by Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D.
$15.95 — Trade Paper 5-3/8x8-3/8, 240pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-17-5

International peacemaker, mediator, and healer, Rosenberg
shows you how the language you use is the key to enriching
life. Speak Peace is filled with inspiring stories, lessons,
and ideas drawn from over 40 years of mediating conflicts
and healing relationships in some of the most war-torn,
impoverished, and violent corners of the world. Find insight,
practical skills, and powerful tools that will profoundly
change your relationships and the course of your life for the better.
Discover how you can create an internal consciousness of peace as the first step
toward effective personal, professional, and social change. Find complete chapters
on the mechanics of Speaking Peace, conflict resolution, transforming business
culture, transforming enemy images, addressing terrorism, transforming authoritarian
structures, expressing and receiving gratitude, and social change.
Bestselling author of the internationally acclaimed,
Nonviolent Communication: A Language of Life

Being Genuine
Stop Being Nice, Start Being Real
by Thomas d’Ansembourg
$15.95 — Trade Paper 5-3/8x8-3/8, 340pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-21-2

Being Genuine brings Thomas d’Ansembourg’s blockbuster
French title to the English market. His work offers you
a fresh new perspective on the proven skills offered
in the bestselling book, Nonviolent Communication: A
Language of Life. Drawing on his own real-life examples
and stories, d’Ansembourg provides practical skills and
concrete steps that allow us to safely remove the masks
we wear, which prevent the intimacy and satisfaction we desire with our intimate
partners, children, parents, friends, family, and colleagues.
“Through this book, we can feel Nonviolent Communication not as a formula but as
a rich, meaningful way of life, both intellectually and emotionally.”
—Vicki Robin, co-founder, Conversation Cafes,
coauthor, Your Money or Your Life

Based on Marshall Rosenberg’s Nonviolent Communication process

Available from PDP, CNVC, all major bookstores, and Amazon.com
Distributed by IPG: 800-888-4741
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Peaceful Living
Daily Meditations for Living with Love,
Healing, and Compassion
by Mary Mackenzie
$15.95 — Trade Paper 5x7.5, 390pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-19-9

In this gathering of wisdom, Mary Mackenzie empowers
you with an intimate life map that will literally change
the course of your life for the better. Each of the 366
meditations includes an inspirational quote and concrete,
practical tips for integrating the daily message into your
life. The learned behaviors of cynicism, resentment, and getting even are replaced
with the skills of Nonviolent Communication, including recognizing one’s needs and
values and making choices in alignment with them.
Peaceful Living goes beyond daily affirmations, providing the skills and consciousness
you need to transform relationships, heal pain, and discover the life-enriching meaning
behind even the most trying situations. Begin each day centered and connected to
yourself and your values. Direct the course of your life toward your deepest hopes and
needs. Ground yourself in the power of compassionate, conscious living.

Eat by Choice, Not by Habit
Practical Skills for Creating a Healthy
Relationship with Your Body and Food
by Sylvia Haskvitz
$8.95 — 5-3/8x8-3/8, 128pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-20-5

“Face Your Stuff, or Stuff Your Face”
—anonymous

Eating is a basic human need. But what if you are caught up
in the cycles of overconsumption or emotional eating?
Using the consciousness of Nonviolent Communication, Eat by Choice helps you dig
deeper into the emotional consciousness that underlies your eating patterns. Much
more than a prescriptive fad diet, you’ll learn practical strategies to develop a healthier
relationship with food. Learn to enjoy the tastes, smells, and sensations of healthful
eating once again.

Available from PDP, CNVC, all major bookstores, and Amazon.com
Distributed by IPG: 800-888-4741
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Respectful Parents, Respectful Kids
7 Keys to Turn Family Conflict Into Co-operation
by Sura Hart and Victoria Kindle Hodson
$15.95 — Trade Paper 7.5x9.25, 256pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-22-9

Stop the Struggle—Find the Co-operation
and Mutual Respect You Want!
Do more than simply correct bad behavior—finally
unlock your parenting potential. Use this handbook to
move beyond typical discipline techniques and begin
creating an environment based on mutual respect, emotional safety, and positive,
open communication. Respectful Parents, Respectful Kids offers 7 Simple Keys
to discover the mutual respect and nurturing relationships you’ve been looking for.

Use these 7 Keys to:
•
•
•
•
•

Set firm limits without using demands or coercion
Achieve mutual respect without being submissive
Successfully prevent, reduce, and resolve conflicts
Empower your kids to open up, co-operate, and realize their full potential
Make your home a No-Fault Zone where trust thrives

The Compassionate Classroom
Relationship Based Teaching and Learning
by Sura Hart and Victoria Kindle Hodson
$17.95 — Trade Paper 7.5x9.25, 208pp
ISBN: 978-1-892005-06-9

When compassion thrives, so does learning—Learn
powerful skills to create an emotionally safe learning
environment where academic excellence thrives. Build
trust, reduce conflict, improve cooperation, and maximize
the potential of each student as you create relationshipcentered classrooms. This how-to guide offers customizable exercises, activities,
charts, and cutouts that make it easy for educators to create lesson plans for a day,
a week, or an entire school year. An exceptional resource for educators, homeschool
parents, child care providers, and mentors.
“Education is not simply about teachers covering a curriculum; it is a dance of
relationships. The Compassionate Classroom presents both the case for teaching
compassionately and a wide range of practical tools to maximize student potential.”
—Tim Seldin, president, The Montessori Foundation

Available from PDP, CNVC, all major bookstores, and Amazon.com
Distributed by IPG: 800-888-4741
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Trade Booklets from PuddleDancer Press
Being Me, Loving You • A Practical Guide to Extraordinary Relationships by Marshall
B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • Watch your relationships strengthen as you learn to think of
love as something you “do,” something you give freely from the heart. 80pp,
ISBN: 978-1-892005-16-8 • $6.95
Getting Past the Pain Between Us • Healing and Reconciliation Without Compromise
by Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • Learn simple steps to create the heartfelt presence
necessary for lasting healing to occur—great for mediators, counselors, families, and
couples. 48pp, ISBN: 978-1-892005-07-6 • $6.95
The Heart of Social Change • How to Make a Difference in Your World by Marshall
B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • Learn how creating an internal consciousness of compassion
can impact your social change efforts. 48pp, ISBN: 978-1-892005-10-6 • $6.95
Parenting from Your Heart • Sharing the Gifts of Compassion, Connection, and
Choice by Inbal Kashtan • Filled with insight and practical skills, this booklet will
help you transform your parenting to address every day challenges. 48pp,
ISBN: 978-1-892005-08-3 • $6.95
Practical Spirituality • Reflections on the Spiritual Basis of Nonviolent
Communication by Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • Marshall’s views on the
spiritual origins and underpinnings of NVC, and how practicing the process helps
him connect to the Divine. 48pp, ISBN: 978-1-892005-14-4 • $6.95
Raising Children Compassionately • Parenting the Nonviolent Communication Way
by Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • Learn to create a mutually respectful, enriching
family dynamic filled with heartfelt communication. 32pp, ISBN: 978-1-892005-09-0
• $5.95
The Surprising Purpose of Anger • Beyond Anger Management: Finding the Gift
by Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • Rosenberg shows you how to use anger to
discover what you need, and then how to meet your needs in more constructive,
healthy ways. 48pp, ISBN: 978-1-892005-15-1 • $6.95
Teaching Children Compassionately • How Students and Teachers Can Succeed with
Mutual Understanding by Marshall B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • In this national keynote
address to Montessori educators, Rosenberg describes his progressive, radical
approach to teaching that centers on compassionate connection. 48pp,
ISBN: 978-1-892005-11-3 • $6.95
We Can Work It Out • Resolving Conflicts Peacefully and Powerfully by Marshall
B. Rosenberg, Ph.D. • Practical suggestions for fostering empathic connection,
genuine cooperation, and satisfying resolutions in even the most difficult situations.
32pp, ISBN: 978-1-892005-12-0 • $5.95
What’s Making You Angry? • 10 Steps to Transforming Anger So Everyone Wins
by Shari Klein and Neill Gibson • A powerful, step-by-step approach to transform
anger to find healthy, mutually satisfying outcomes. 32pp, ISBN: 978-1-892005-13-7
• $5.95

Available from PDP, CNVC, all major bookstores, and Amazon.com.
Distributed by IPG: 800-888-4741. For more information about these
booklets or to order online visit www.NonviolentCommunication.com
•
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Getting Past the Pain Between Us
Healing and Reconciliation Without Compromise
n this important training excerpt, Marshall Rosenberg demonstrates
the powerful healing potential of Nonviolent CommunicationTM
(NVC). Transform emotional pain, depression, shame, and conflict into
empowering connections. As Rosenberg shares, emotional pain is simply
a sign of unmet needs. He provides simple steps to create the heartfelt
presence necessary to reconnect to our needs and foster healing. Learn
how to transform your relationships and find satisfying reconciliation
by moving beyond pain to a place of clear, honest communication.

I

Through participant role-plays and everyday examples, Rosenberg
demonstrates the key to healing pain and conflict without compromise.
The healing power of NVC provides a practical and effective tool for
individuals, mental health practitioners, mediators, families, and couples.
Nonviolent Communication will help you:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transform shame and depression into personal empowerment
Address pain or conflict at the onset using empathy
Heal old pain
Strengthen your connection to your own needs and wants
Let go of unhealthy habits that block empathy and healing
Strengthen the quality of personal and professional relationships

“Marshall Rosenberg provides us with the most effective tools to
foster health and relationships. Nonviolent Communication is the
missing element in what we do.”
— Deepak Chopra, author, How to Know God,
and Ageless Body, Timeless Mind
Marshall Rosenberg, Ph.D., is the founder and educational director of the
Center for Nonviolent Communication (CNVC). He travels throughout the world
mediating conflict and promoting peace. www.CNVC.org

$6.95 USA
$7.95 CAN
www.NonviolentCommunication.com

